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LA students
get two year
language rule
cathy wilder
staff reporter
After working on the proposal
almost al! year, the Liberal Arts
College has decided to change
the '.sr.guage requirement for its
BA degree to come more in line
with language requirements at
other Ohio state universities.
The new requirement will affect
only next fall's incoming freshmen.
It will require proficiency in a
foreign language at the 203
equivalent, or second year, level.
The requirement may be fulfilled
in a number of ways.
After the 101 103 series in a
foreign language, students may
lake either the 201-203 series,
the conversational 241 243 ser
ies. oi the scientific 215-217
series to fulfill the new requirement.
Students may take proficiency
tests at any level of a foreign
language, and if they pass the
proficiency test at the 203 level
the requirement is fulfilled.
The proficiency tests will require a grade of D to pass.
Students may also enter the
language series at any level in
which they feel competent.
A Pass/Unsatisfactory option
will also probably be offered for
the entire language sequence,
and special classes will be offered
for students who did not have a
foreign language in high school.
Or Eugene Cantelupe. Dean of
the College of Liberal Arts, said
last Wednesday that .he
proposal has been approved by
the Liberal Arts Council, the
Liberal Arts Curriculum Committee, the University Curricu
lum Committee.
According to Cantelupe the new
requirement, along with the
Pass/Unsatisfatory option, will
be presented to the Academic
Council, "as soon as possible.
"We are almost positive (the
proposals) will go through the
Academic Council," Cantelupe

said Wednesday.
The issue was disputed in the
college, since the departments
now set their own language requirements. and the new requirements will raise the proficiency level needed to graduate
in some of the departments.
Apparently most of the departments no\" agree to the new requirements. since they passed
the Liberal Arts Council, made
up of representatives from each
department.
The new requirements will
mainly affect the BA degrees in
Theatre, Geography. Political
Scicnce, Sociology, Social Work,
Anthropology, and the Liberal
Arts degree in Economics.
The Art and Music departments
now offer BFA and B Mus
degrees, and these degrees will
not be affected by the new requirements now or in the future.
Next year both departments will
offer BA degrees for the first
time, and the 203 proficiency
level will be required.
Most o! the other degrees offered in Liberal Arts now require
either 21 hours of a language. 24
hours of a language, or completion of a 203 foreign language
course.
"All of the other state schools
except one require a two year
language requirement for the
Liberal A r t s BA d e g r e e , "
Cantelupe said.
Dr Anni Whissen. Acting Chairman of the Modern Languages
department, expects enrollment
will increase at the second year
level of langau^es, "But really I
don't have any figures." she said
last Friday.

The on location set for the upcoming movie. Gidget Meets The Cubist Giant Spiders, has been
recently turned ever to the proper authorities at WSU. The administrators, scratching theiv
heads on what to do with the unexpected gift, decided to turn it into the skylight for the new
library. No release date for the movie has been set yet, but students will be able to review the
library for themselves sometime this summer.
[Palileo Photo |

WSU establishes credit by evaluation
by bill L'cklider
staff reporter
Recognizing that students may
gather knowledge pertaining to

Earth Day activities
"Transportation and the Wright State University Student":::
will be the theme for Earth Day activities at WSU Wednesday. •:•
Four hours of presentations, beginning at 10:00 am willS
include hikewaysand bikeways. the fuel crisis, mass transit and:]:
the commuter predicament.
j;]
Speakers will include some WSU faculty members and spokes- :•:
persons from community groups. The activities will be held out
doors if weather permits, or in rooms which will be identified :•:
with signs on WSU bulletin boards.
Students and the general public are welcome to attend, to X
listen, and to discuss issues presented.
Spcnsor for the activities, ECO-ACTION, welcomes comment £
from students and others; more information is available at ext :£

a subject outside the classroom,
WSU has established a Credit by
Evaluation Program.
Utilizing the Program, students
may receive credit for courses by
passing evaluations of t h e
course®' subject matter.
The test* arc available for introductory and advanced courses in
the biology, accounting, history.
French, German, English, and
business depts.
Most examinations are available
to anyone interested. "However." says Dr Louis Quantrano.
Coordinator of University Test
i:ig, "only WSU students are
eligible to receive WSU credit
•vised on these examinations.
O'hers may take credit-by examination tests at WSU and will
, v ; « ; V e c r e d i t s when they
enroll.'

Thw ,1 n.iji|i)>WW charge, of

$15.00 for each examination.
"This fee," explains Quantrano,
"is to maintain the services that
are being provided. The Educations 1 Testing Service estimates
that it costs $50 to $60 thousand
to prepare one good exam. When
a student passes an examination
and elects to receive credit, he or
she pays a fee of five dollars per
credit hours, to cover the costs
involved in recording the results
on the student's permanent
record."
Those interested in credit by
examination should stop by the
Office of the Coordinator of University Testing, located in 135
Oelman Hall, and pick up an application. The application is processed in ligiii of the candidate's
previous course work and attention is directed tow ard assessing
his or her eligibility for credit.

A f t e r t h e application is
accepted the fee is paid and the
examination is taken. Scores are
posted in the Office of Counseling
Services. 135 Oelman, and those
who pass are sent a congratulatory letter.
The letter describes the cost
and procedures to gain credit.
The procedure requires the student to acquire a form from the
Coordinator of University Test
ing 'o be taken to the Bursar's
Office where the five dollar per
credit hour fee is paid.
Faculty members hnve the
option of grading the exams on a
pass, fail basis or by using the A,
B. or C system or grading.
The examination grade and
points, if applicable, are posted
on the students permar
[Continued on pat.
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Abrams defends
wood chopping
by garv brockstaff reporter

" % , r * ? "J***"** f o r l J ; r e e , , r f " u r
™»ugh to dry
n r( r .
> - , k K - ' t n r o u K h t h e «<"** l i , s t
in order to put in the sewer lines for Lonnie Ville apartments

will be repaired. The developer of the complex promised the
University he would return the swath to as near to normal as
possible.
|Anderson Photo]

WSU woods to be repaired
b> frank -alsburg
staff reporter
WSU is apparently jus! three or
four days away from having the
hole in the woods, which were
caused by laying of sewage lines
last year, repaired.
According to Robert Peebles,
builder of BonnieVilla apart
ment. that's how much weather
is necessary to dry the ground so

equipment can get into the area
to do the restoration.
The repairs are being made to
comply with the terms of the
easement granted last year so
the sewage line could be built.
That easement agreement, ac
cording to Allan Haveman. WSU
Business Manager, was actually
made between I he state of Ohio
and the city of Fairborn.
Haveman noted that this makes

Fairborn responsible to see that
the terms of the easement are
carried out. Peebles in turn has a
bond posted with the city to see
that the work is done.
The easement, a legal document
recorded with the Greene county
recorder provides that the
guarantee (Fairborn and Peeb
les) shall: replace or reseed (with
topsoil) any part of the right ofway not grassed lawn;

in concert

john hartford
j

doc & merl watson
the dillards

#

in kind loss or damage to trees;
shrubs, fences or other structures; for a period of one year
from completion of construction
and provide necessary fill and
make such repairs and replacements as may be needed by
reason of settlement caused by
construction; restore the area if
any further damage is done byrepairs or maintenance on the
sewer line.
Haveman also noted that as
part of the agreement WSU can
tap into the sewer if there is any
development in that area of the
campus.
Keeping an eye on the restoration process lor WSU to see that
it is done satisfactorily will be
Robert Marlow, Director of
campus planning and construction.

PREGNANT?
CALL BIRTHRIGHT
Counseling Service]
NO FEE - 24 hr service
Strictly Confidential

: friday, may 4

tickets s 3.50

\ WSU sports arena

8:00 pm

tickets available at
WSU student ombudsman's office UC ticket counter
the forest golden rod tchiffaz place
al! dayton sears stores
sponsored by WSU student government and ICC

WE WANT TO HELP YOU.

223-3446

A number of highly visible piles
of shrubs and wood scattered
throughout the WSU Forest have
drawn some student complaints
that the piles of wood and clearing of shrubs has hurt the beauty
and natural environment of the
woods.
However, the land clearing, ac
cording to Lawrence Abrams, di
rector of landscape and develop
ment, is necessary to protect the
live trees and plants.
"T»o years ago." said Abrams.
"I ran a study of the woods and
•came to the conclusion that in
order to keep the woods healthy,
we would have to go through the
woods and remove all of the dead
shrubs and trees.
"We have gotten a wood chip
ping machine and will take the
dead trees and shrubs and grind
them into wood chips to be used
to lay down a th-ee inch layer
along the paths."
When asked if any live trees
were cut down. Abrams replied.
"1 would not tiare cut any live
trees down. I am concerned with
keeping the trees healthy."
Dead trees too large to be
turned into wood chips serve different uses. Abrams related.
"Some of the logs are used lo
make chairs, planters, and other
pieces of furniture. They are
made by members of my staff,
who do this on days when the
weather is inclement and they
cannot work outside."
Last year, sales from the furni
ture netted the department
$15,000. which is turned over, ac
cording to Abrams, to the
general operating funds for the
university.
The furniture is sold, along with
wood cord, to faculty, staff, and
students. The cost of a wooden
chair made on campus is $25.
"I do not want to see those dead
trees go to waste. I think that
they can be made useful even
after Ihev have died or fallen."
said Abrams.
"Why let a perfectly useable
tree go to rot when it can be
made into something beneficial
to the university. It is my feeling
that everything has a purpose; it
is up to mankind to determine
that purpose."

Police reject driver
(CPS) - An Auckland. New Zea
land truck -'river was rejected
from the police force because he
was too short. He didn't abandon
his aspirations, however, and be
came subsequently known as ihc
"Phantom Spotter." In this role
he voluntarily tracked down 88
stolen vehicles in 1971. and 100 in
1972.
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"I'm OK just as I a m "

Wilson: "One thing that I really picture to try and draw people." actually say you had a choice. I
Donna: "It's because America is never had a choice, that is why I
can't understand about heterohad to leave a heterosexual relasexuals. fror.i my observations, just about the only country that
say you're in a closed place like a has those kinds of restrictions. In tionship. Because I dearly loved
him. but 1 had no choice. I could
other
countries
it's
not
a
crime
to
concert or something. Gay
not have a physical relationship
people. I've found, like I go with, be close to other people."
Wilson: "In Italy it's nothing to wi'.h him."
wouldn't be afraid to put their
Dianne: "You didn't desire it?"
see
two
good
friends
walking
GUARDIAN: "Don't you think
head on your shoulder like
Pat: "No, it wasn't even a
that there aren't that many 100 they're tired or something, or down the street arm in arm. just
question
of desire, because I did
percent homosexuals?"
hold their hands or something because they're friends."
Donna: "In Thailand the girls desire it. 1 wanted to marry him.
Pat: "No. I would say that the like that. I notice that straight
I
desperately
did. I was repulsed
majority of women are pretty
people, especially the men. can't and girls can hold hands and walk
much ope way or the other, but bring themselves to do it though down the street and guys can do by it. I would Ret physically sick,
to have any type of physical relathere are a lot of women the they might want to do it. I it. but a girl and a guy can't."
other way."
Jerry: "It's so strange because I tionship with him. And yet I
wonder, why can't they do this if
Dianne: "Too, I think age has a they feel like it. He's a good think women are more free in loved him. 1 dearly loved him. To
A club member deep in
that aspect because women are l his day 1 love him. To this day. if
lot to do with it. I think the older friend of yours, you love him."
thought before responding
he would marry me and just be
homosexuals were, it was such a
Dianne: "Some men feel like supposed to he very tender and
to a question.
hailing somebody on the side. I
repressed thing back there. It
they always have to 1M- strong." loving people. They're nol sup
IPalileo photo)
would
marry
him
in
a
minute.
It's
was such a terrible thing back
Donna: "I know the answer. posed lo be very, but men are
true. I can't have sex with him. een. and this is when I met this
then to be gay. that to accept They're afraid somebody's going supposed to be strong, maseu
guy anil really did fall in love
homosexuality as a choice. You lo think they're queer."
line, mighty creatures, thai but I love him."
<;l AKDIAV "Vou're all telling w ith him. and really did love him.
never have any emotions, except
had to be practically forced into
Pat: "Do you remember the
me about a choice you make. But like I say. I just could not
it. raped by men or have had ex
for
these
ones
of
being
big
and
movie that came oul. The
mighty. Therefore men can't When do you make it? Maybe 1 have a physical relationship with
p,-riences. etc. etc, to the point
Brotherhood, and their advershould just ask each on** of you him. There was just no way I
v nere you fell iike you hail to tisement lor il was a picture of
break out of that."
Jerry: "We're using the same when you made the choice and could. This is why I just finally
turn to the other sex. And as it two guys kissing, and I think
stereotypes, because that's w hat how you knew or when you accepted mvsc'f for what I was
gels less repressive, and more
open, and more accepted, people
has been drilled into us since we k'lew. Like I knew when I was and just quit fighting it. So I just
ar«u»d ten or eleven what I consider myself as having alw ays
do have a choice."
were kills."
been gay."
Donna: "We've had the same wauled."
Gl'ARDIAN: I think a lot of
i'at: 1 knew the same thing. In
men become homosexuals for the
lli.ng that straight people have
I.arr>: "I've alwavs liked both
about
the
third
or
fourth
grade
I
same negative reasons, bid ex
hud drilled into I hem about
sexes ever since I was a little
used to look up words like homo boy. but my preference is for my
perienees with women "
homosexuals."
sexual' and 'lesbian' in the ow n sex. maybe 90 percent to 10
Pat: "I think a lot of people who
Jerry: "What about the in lie
dictionary, and. finally, when I percent. There are a few w omen
have had early heterosexual relatwens?"
tionships. I think for the most
Donna: "You've had the same saw '!:•• worn 'lesbian'. I knew who turn me on. I've always
part, their later experiences,
ihing drilled into your head. too. that that :v;ss what 1 was. So 1 lieer able to relate better to
once they come oul. and they are
The only thing is that we've had knew much earlier than most men."
ptople would. Most people say
definitely gay. nosl of their ex( a AKDIAV "Whv?"
lo fight it."
periences then are just primarilyLewis: I was just wondering about sixteen or eighteen when
I.arr> : '1 just have a lot of male
they finally decided. In high friends. There have been a fewgay. They might if they are in
how you can siereotvpe /ay
between partners, or in a
people and stereotype hetero- school.
girls 1 could talk to."
"I just always knew that that is
depression, they may turn te
Terry: 1 think that's a bad
sexual people too."
heterosexual activity then."
Wilson: 'it's simple. You just what I was. 1 went through a question to ask. because people
denial
period
when
1
was
in
high
Dianne: "1 think thai the kind of
reverse the roles."
IContinued on page 51
feelings thai Jerry has is the
Gl ARDIA.N: One myth that school, sixteen, seventeen, ek'ht
J"*
coming thing."
I've heard a lot from straight
V.
tilAKDIAN: "Bisexual?"
people is like a homosexual male
Dianne: "Yeah. 1 really do. In
hates women. That's a common
stead of people turning to their Ihev were actually brothers. I myth."
never saw the show I think they
ow n sex because they are SO ab
Pat: "And th..t lesbians hale
were Italian or Mediterranean, men. This is sheer fallacy. I.ike
horred by the other sex. they
and this was acceptable in their I slept with Wilson Friday, like
can't stand it they will accept
people of 'he same sex as lovers culture.
brothers and sisters."
"Hot the producer and the
Jerry: "Being gay for me. I
the same way that they would
accept people of the opposite advertising company decided to don't know if I can speak or not.
sex.
use Ihis particular scene lo draw but it's a choice."
Pal: 'It's a choice for you but
Jerry: "They are looking for a
people there, because people
good person rather than a gi»«l went expecting to see all these for me il is not a choice."
woman or a good man."
homosexual scenes. All they saw
Dianne: "Why?"
Dianne: "l!omosexualit v is be- were two brothers embracing. It
Pal: "Because I don't think thai
coming. and will become, say in seems kind of ironic lhat they
I could be straight.
the next fifteen, twenty, thirty- would choose lhat particular
"I don't know thai you can
We aren't putting down down. We make a great !ine of
years an option. If you can't
down-liited bags and trail clothing. 3ut now we have a
make it with men. maybe you can
new line ot Stag '.rail bags stuffed with DuPont Dacron"
make it with women, or if you
Fibeifill II. Different weights and lengths in mummy,
.apered c o m p a n i o n and rectangular bags AH with
can't make it with women, maybe
nylon covers and i
~
1 ImingsanO aw.,teryou can make it with men."
Nishiki
Schwinri
proof stuff bag. I
| These bags can
Jerry: "Maybe, then. there will
get
soaked,
yet
(
J
|
§
|
they'll dry quickly
be people like Pal around who
when wrung out i
and hung open
like women, but not for all these
Down is great, but
" won't recover
negative reasons."
raci
n
g
&
louring
equip.-good
suppl
y
ol
bi
k
es
i
n
sl
o
ck
now
like this. Most mpo.;ant. our Stag
Wilson: "I think that people
b a g s o f f e r the
wa'mth of down
who are bisexual are fortunate,
at only a bit more
weight. Our popuin lhat they can related well to
lar mummy bag.
filled with 3 lbs
both sexes."
of F i b e r f i l l II.
weighs only J
.1120
Wilmington
Pike
Dayton.
O
45429
293-3293/3273
Pal: "My life would have been
lbs. and it's rated
for cold weather.
What you need to know about Dacron Fibertill
II:
so much easier had I been able to
-• o
• Compacts easily into a small stuff bag
Recovers
relate physically with a man."
quickly from c o m p r e s s i o n and is easy to refluff
Dirnnr: "But then you probably
• Keeps its flut! and insulating value even when wet
wouldn't have been able lo relate
• Is machine washable and dryable • Long lasting,
lo women."

Note: Last week reporter Gary
Brock interviewed members of a
new gay club an campus. This is
the second in a series recording
excerpts from that interinew.

if von're serious
about backpacking
Stag bags with
Dacron Fiberllll Hare
nearly as warm, but cost
a lot less than down

w

KETTERING BIKE SHOP

fiquifiifaCy' QmpehuQL.

Collegiate Notes
Understand all subjects,
plays and novels faster!
Thousands of topics available within -18 hours of
mailing. Complete with
bibliography and footnotes
Lowest prices are guaran
teed. Send $1.90 for our
latest descriptive mail or
der catalogue with post
age paid order forms too:
Collegiate Research Guide
1 N 13th St Bldg Km 706
Phila. Pa. 19107
Hot-Line (216) S B 3758

n o n - a l l e r g e n i c . odorless and consistent in quality
• Costs a lot less than down.

TODAY'S STYLES.AR&^ILORED . • ..
r

STREAMLINED CLASSICS"WITH

When price is important, consider a Stag
trail bag. Compare them and our trail tents
and backpacks at your sporting goods
dealer. He might be having a sale right now'

-MOW

AN AJR^OF EtEGANCE
Send 25c for new B* Kind to Your O u t d o o r "
booklet ol trail tips and casaiog to H i r t i h Weia/Whito Stag. Depr CNP. 5203 S E Johneon Creek Blvd . Portland. Oregon 97206

ark Poia»k\ jewelcis
.31 X MAIN S T K t t T ..

' 222-8734

STAG

Trail Gear
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Uuardian

Bonjour, amigo

OPiNION
V

^

Two compulsory years of a
foreign language! What evils are
being perpetrated upon us?
I can just see all the students
now as they walk around campus
saying. "Bonjour. mon ami,
comment vas-tu?" or perhaps, a
more advanced student might
comment, "Ich kann nur meine
Gummeschuhe nicht finden."
Or. more likely, as they sit
through the class, or lake the
proficiency exam to get out of it,
s t u d e n t s will be m u t t e r i n g
"Verdammt!"
The college of liberal arts will
begin a new two-year language
requirement for students entering WSU next fall. Well, thank
Dean Cantelupe for waiting until
all of us here now are safe from
its effects.
But pity the next class of liberal
arts students! Having studied my
share of languages. I wish them
on no one, but anyone wishing
them deserves the chance to
learn, and to learn in depth.
Making students lake two years
of Spanish or French will not
enable students to master the
language, nor even read it well.
It might be worthwhile, how
ever, if only to show how little

one can learn in two years of
study.
And it still sends a few tingles
up and down my spine whenever
1 encounter a Latin or French
phrase which I find decipherable.
No matter. A little bit of knowledge is a dangerous thing.
And a little bit of a language,
one or two years, is of virtually
no value whatsoever. If knowledge of foreign language is truly
essential for a liberal arts education. then send everyone to the
country of their choice for about
three years. If they haven't
learned the language by tfien,
forget it.
But the liberal arts college does
not even contend that foreign
language study is essential to a
liberal arts education. Dean
Cantelupe gives as justification
for the policy change the fact
that most other colleges and universities have such requirements.
Nothing like innovation. I
always say. He/she who copies
best still gets an F when caught.
Dean Cantelupe, here it is F.
Admittedly, some departments
already have two year requirements. and some are tougher

1CPS1--For the first time in the
history of medicine a vaginal
transplant has been successfully
performed.

in 1971 a 19-year-old womar.
came to Papanicolaou together
with her husband, to whom she
had been married two months.
During the examination the
doctor quickly realized that there
was no vagina or uterus.
The husband's first reaction
was to demand an annulment of
the marriage. In order to hinder
this the women asked Papani
coaou to do everything to allow
her a normal sexual life.
Her 48-year-old widowed
mother, who also was being
treated by Papanicolaou, declared herself ready to help her
daughter, and the doctor then removed her vagina and transplanted it without difficulty.
Now-one year later-it turns
out that the patient has divorced,
but has been able to have normal
sexual relations.

ERA defeat hurts everyone
W e ' r e d i s a p p o i n t e d w i t h t h e Ohio l e g i s l a t u r e i n g e n e r a l , a n d t h e AFL-CIO i n p a r t i c u l a r , f o r t h e i r r o l e s i n k i l l i n g t h e Equal
R i g h t s amendment i n O h i o .
We s e e t h e A F L ' s p o i n t i n n o t w a n t i n g p r o t e c t i v e laws a b o l i s h e d , hut i t seems t o us
t h a t we n e e d p r o t e c t i v e l a w s f o r a l l p e o p l e ,
n o t j u s t f o r women.
We d i s p u t e F r a n k K i n g ' s s t a t e m e n t t h a t t h e
b i l l ' s d e f e a t was a v i c t o r y f o r women.
It
was a d e f e a t f o r e v e r y o n e .

Med school faces committee

Even t h o u g h WSU i s a s s u r e d o f g e t t i n g s o m e
a m o u n t o f money t o b e g i n i t s m e d i c a l s c h o o l ,
t h e r e l e a s e of such f u n d s i s c o n t i n g e n t on
t h e c o m p l e t i o n of Governor G i l l i g a n ' s t a s k
f o r c e on h e a l t h b y t h e end o f t h e y e a r .
The m e m b e r s h i p o f t h e c o m m i t t e e i s even
more s t a c k e d t h a n t h e s u p p o s e d f i g u r e o f Raq u e l Welch, o r t h e s h o u l d e r p a d s o f J o e Namath.
The h e a d o f t h e f i n a n c e c o m m i t t e e of t h e
t a s k f o i c e , Howard C o l l i e r , i s a l s o a b i g w i g
a t T o l e d o ' s medical s c h o o l , whose o f f i c i a l s
have l o b b i e d s t r o n g l y in f a v o r of i n c r e a s i n g
e x i s t i n g f a c i l i t i e s i n s t e a d o f s t a r t i n g new
ones.
T h e o n l y member h e a d i n g a c o m m i t t e e who
comes from t h i s a r e a i s i n c h a r g e ot t h e
"Quality" committee.

Now you tell us -- Who is kidding whom?

Ohio nearly lost cheap faculty labor
We're g r a t i f i e d t o s e e t h a t t h e Ohio House
saw f i t t o s t r i k e f r o m t h e b u d g e t b i l l t h e a
amendment which would h a v e r e q u i r e d f a c u l t y
m e m b e r s t o t e a c h a minimum o f 12 o r n i n e
hours per week.
The a m e n d m e n t , i f p a s s e d , w o u l d h a v e g o n e
a l o n g way t o w a r d d r i v i n g many f a c u l t y o u t o f
the s t a t e .
Why t e a c h a t WSU, O h i o U, o r M i a m i
if
t h e y can get a job somewhere e l s e t h a t
d o e s n o t h a v e minimum h o u r s t a n d a r d s ?

The amendment also failed to take into account the number of extra duties and responsibilities faculty members have besides their
regular classroom duties.
Or as one wag put it, "where are the universities going to get the cheap labor to do
what the faculty does?"

First vagina transplant
reported successful
The operation took place a year
ago in complete secrecy in the
Gynecology Clinic of the
Aristotle University in Saloniki.
Greece.
At that time the surgeon
Nicolaos Papanicolaou had re
moved the vagina of a 48 year old
woman ai'd had transplanted it in
her daughter, whose vagina had
never developed, despite her
otherwise normal growth.
Only after it was certain the
transplant was successful. Panai
colaou announced the operation.
The operation could mean a new
hope for women who suffer from
an underdeveloped or non
existent vagina.

"THIS WAY, MEVJ!"

than the one Cantelupe proposes
for the satire college, and many
mine of 14 affected majors)
require but one year.
The enlightened policy would
not require anyone to take a
foreign language class, except
those majoring in such a
language. If students consider
the knowledge of a foreign language valuable, they will pursue it.
If they tend to discredit such
knowledge, they will not be
foreed into taking subjects they
consider abominable, and thus
will waste neither their own
time, their professors' time, not
the serious student's time.
Similarly. 1 would contend that
no one, upon reaching college,
should be compelled to take a
science. My one year of geology
was 5 bigger waste than two
years of high school Spanish.
However, that is not the issue
here.
The issue is simply thai the
college of liberal arts is making a
mistake in forcing students to ob
tain a modicum of knowledge
about some foreign tongue which
will never serve any purpose (not
that most classes here ever impart useful data).
Foreign languages are not. by
any means all bad. but forcing
students to take such classes is
silly. The cherished idea! of free
choice is cast by the wayside, and
once again the university as
sumes a ro!e ir loco parentis.
Pater noster. qui es in caeli. . .
Harry Battson is editor of the
(•uardian.

pnlTKou'
talt not
-Coictiy
That's i t "

All ten o f 'err.
I'll g o d o w n
a n d tell t h e
people.'
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Voices
Irom the
wilderness
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ipuardian trivia quiz |
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For our trivia quiz today lets take a walk down memory lane S
and spin a few golden platters for a btest from the past with
g some old and heavy gold. Ready all you groovy guys and gals.
::: First three to answer win a free Rathskeller pizza and a coke
date with Mary Lou or the Leader of the Pack.
v
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Several weeks have passed
since the controversial Behnen
(letter) first appeared. Many !ud
icrous replies have been printed
condemning Behnen for his cru
sading spirit.
Even if Behnen touched some
sensitive areas, let's at least give
him credit for his candid
approach to a very real problem.
The trouble with the rebuttals to
his letter is they are all cloaked
in the robe of "power to people"
militancy.
Such over generalizations as.
"true blacks are under educated,
commit crimes. .
(which ap
peared in Monday's Guardian)
show no individual thinking or
forethought as Behnen did.
Behnen is right in many ways.

To the editor.

1. What was the first record ever to be ."-umber one on all
three billboard charts (Rhythm and Blues, Pop, Country and X
Western)? Who was the artist?
2. The plane crash that killed Buddy Holly also killed whatX
other well known rock singers?
3.Two records have been called the 'first' rock and roll £
record. Name either and the artist.
X
4. What DJ is generally given credit for coining the phrase g
'rock & roll'?
5. Throwaway question for today: Who wore tan shoes, pink j;
shoelaces and a polka dot vest?
6. What was the first record label Elvis Presley recorded for? x
Who founded it?
7. How old was Paul Anka when he wrote 'Diana?' Who was it *
about?
8. What group recorded Charlie Brown? Who wrote it? g
9. What was a race record? Many groups made a career out of *:
them, name one.
jK
10. What is Fats I)omino[s_fi_rs_t_ name?

I am OK just as I am
I Continued from page 31
always saw why do you prefer
women, or why are you a homo
sexual? You're supposed to say
my father was a very dominant
person."
Pat- "People want to know
though. I think it's a legitimate
question."
Wilson: "I'm still trying to
figure out why someone grows
up to be heterosexual."
GUARDIAN: "And that's
almost impossible to answer. I
don't think it's instinctive. It
can't be. If it were instinctive
we'd all be heterosexual.
Val: "It's partially an emotional
thing, too. For me love is between anybody and sex hasn't
got anything to do with it. I'm
not a terr'bly sexual person. I
just don't relate physically. I can
relate physically, if I feel strong
•y"
GUARDIAi "Either sex?"
Val: "The sex part io not in it
yet. I'm still trying to develop an
emotional relationship with
someone. To me. physicalness is
display of affection. I couldn't be
extremely physical with someone
if I didn't love them."
Wilson: "I don't think she's
gotten to the point where she
distinguishes between.this is a
man. this is a woman. She'll love
you anyway."
Wilson: "In Strango Loves. I
forgot the author, it says that

To the editor:

Therefore, those letters written
Many injustices are being perpeto refute Behnen's allegations
trated in the name of "brother
should
not be filled with the
hood" and "black equality." Is it
fair, for instance, for the city of worn thin alibis of suppression or
Dayton to give new jobs to 'iiscrimination. Obviously, what
blacks merely to establish an ad- Behnen asks for is new illumina
equate ratio on their police force? tion to the old problems of racist
That's not only unfair to white conflict.
Hopefully, someone on this cam
applicants but also unfair to taxpus can provide a better solution
payers who are being offered in
adequate service by unqualified to the problem than "peaceful copolice to satisly racial demands. existanee" considering the origi
Likewise, is it logical that a nal goals of the equal rights
black cultural center (Bolinga) movement were equality togeth
er, not separate.
should exist if other such institu
Until an adequate formula is
tions are not also initiated to
satisfy Poles. French. Catholics, strained from the blood, sweat
and. tears of this American so
and Jews?
The purpose of this letter has ciety. it will continue to cruise
been to assert that Behnen is not along with a wheel in the ditch
actually a prejudiced hunkie but and a wheel on the track.
a confused member of a chaotic
J C Fraschauer
societv.

Speech not on niggers

| tf
$
•i;

Replies to Behnen ludicrous

Gregory story draws f i r e

%

S

^

there is no homosexuality, and
there is no heterosexuality.
There is only aversion and pre
ference.
1 -arry: "I think of myself as
being open to both. I'm more
chemically attracted to men, and
some women, but there's not as
much."
GUARDIAN: "What was it you
said a while ago, that in years
from now, people in society will
be able to go either way. I can't
conceive of the United States
being that open and free a coun
try"
Jerry: "There are a lot of things
that are working. There's the
women's movement working
towards that. There's the gay
movement which is just begin
ning to grow."
Dianne: "There's the breaking
down of roles."
Wilson: "There are even more
subtle things, like unisex clothing, the way the movies are, the
books."
Terry: "The fact that »->men
are being able to assume a more
strong role, and men ate able to
relax more. Maybe that will
make people think that maybe
t h e r e really isn't any real
difference between men and
women except the way they are
born. That you could get into a

Your write-up on Dick Greg
ory's lecture was not only mis
leading but also did an injustice
to Dick Gregory as a speaker.
It was misleading in that one
could not figure his major
message was that young people
have a job to do and not much
time to do it and not about
"niggers."
It was an injustice to Dick Gregory because t'.ie reporter ap
parently attempted to rapture
the humor experienced from the
lecture by quoting the speaker.
I hope you realize Dick Greg
ory's personality and style gave
his punch lines and messages
vigoious meaning which your
pen and pencil did not give.
Understand what I'm talking
about! The man deserves more
than you had to give.
Oh. by the way. Your statement
"Put the Indians where they belong on the nickel "What the hell
is that suppose to mean?!

You need to clarify such state
ruents. It sounds like a racist's
statement to me if I ever heard
one.
Here's a message for the person
from whom it came (and also
those who agree with it) Babv.
your train is long overdue-Mavbe
you'd better catch a plane!!
Teresa McCarley

Letters w a n t e d
To the editor:
I would like to exchange
opinions and tneories with some
of your students concerning
Hypothesis and Psychology.
If anyone has information con
cerning the Brain Wave Syn
chronizer and the Somotron 500.
1 would like to hear from them
immediately.
Kitlv Hanks
# 119099
P O Bos 787
l.ucasville, Ohio 45648

Injustice

done

To the editor:
Your coverage of Dick Greg
ory's lecture in the April 9th
issue was abhorrent.
The reporter really did his
speech injustice by making the
speech appear meaningless and
without context, which is quite
the contrary. I sat intentively
throughout the 2VJ hour speech
and was completely engrossed in
what Gregory had to say.
He emphasized the importance
for the youth to set the country
in the right direction. The
Guardian hardly acknowledged
this point.
The next time one of your staff
members covers a lecture I urge
you to be more accurate in in
forming and in stressing the
major topic.
Paul Seairook

Piease patronize
our advertisers

relationship because of what
. . .
. . .
.
•
they are not because of their Because i f s cheaper, that's why - now shut up and eat yoeir greens.
genes."
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Grad studies
by fr«-d slrantz
staff reporter
What al first might seem to be
just another department in the
academic .*chem» of WSU, the
Division of Graduate Studies is a
co ordinating body which reaches
into all areas of academic pursuit.
The Division of Oraduate
Studies awards graduate degrees in association with the departments offering the graduate
programs.
These programs of study and
research not only provide re
search eiiticalic.il for students
who are interested in research
but also aid those who will later

PBJSENTS IN CONCERT

SIIWYN

PHILIPS
*J*8F K

offer

variety

need to apply the results of re
search in their chosen profes
sions.
Encouraging all forms of
scholarly effort, "research" takes
on many new meanings. Labora
tory research, library research,
and a wide range of field research including correlative
studies of historical economic,
naturalistic, or creative nature
are included.
From its original offerings in
19t>8, the Division of Graduate
Studies has steadily added to its
programs so that it now offers a
variety of individual degree pro
grams to meet the needs of the
students.
The College of Education offers
courses leading to a Master of
Education iM Ed! or Master of
Arts (MAI degree in three major
areas: Administration and
Supervision; The Classroom
Teacher; and Personnel Ser
vices. Each includes specialties
wiih the area.
Vn MA in History is awarded lo
students who successfully pursue
studies in the arc-as of United
States. European, Latin American. Russian, or Diplomatic liis
tory.
Programs are ''(-signed to meet
the needs of professional re
searchers and scholars and also
to prepare secondary school,
junior college, and college teach
ers of history.
The College of Iiusiness and

ABORTION
QUESTIONS
8 P.M.
APRIL 28
RESERVED SEATS
TICKETS
S-l n o A D V A N C E
$•» r>() DAY OK S H O W

S
A
V
E

For details on obtaining/
a safe, low. cost, legal
abortion, contact PregnancyCounseling Service toll .free
at 1-800-327-4320.
A non-profit organization.

IhVUW,

-FACTORYOUTLET
9 Rooms to Choose
Guality Furniture and
Major Appliances & TV's

Administration offers the MBA
degree in five specialty areas:
Management; Marketing; Finance: Financial Administration;
and Accountancy. A typical program would include a core area of
Business Administration course
es. and interdisciplinary area to
give the student a broad back
ground, and an area of concent ra
tion that the student wishes to
pursue.
The Master of Science degree
IMS) is conferred upon students
by the College of Science and Engineering. From eight areas, a
student's degree programs could
range from comprehensive to
specific.
A comprehensive program
might be the interdisciplinary
study of mathematical theory,
electronics, and compuUT design
to make up a degree in systems
engineering.
A specific program might be a
physics degree with concentrat
ed efforts in nuclear structure,
atomic and molecular spectroscopy, or plasma physics.
A Master of Science in Teaching
degree IMST) may be earned in
Earth Science or I'hvsics This
program allows a science teacher
to increase his/her background
in the subject ms!!er while providing professional education to
ensure his/her classroom proficiency.
The (Graduate Council has also
developed long-range plans to in
dude English, political science,
sociology, and speech.
Doctor of Philosophy and
Doctor of Arts programs are
heing considered by the College
of Science and Engineering, and
an educational doctorate which
will blend academic study and
practical experience in problem
solving in the area of social
systems.
UNIVERSITY
CENTER CORNER
Going on a trip? Need a
ride?
Try the "ride board" on the
lower level of the University Center.

Schramm Award
Nominations for tb< Mark
Stuart Schramm Award
are now- being accepted by
the College of Business and
Administration.
Nominations for the
award, w hich is for a grad
uating senior, may be
made by any faculty or stu
dent until May 14. Nomina
lions are to be made by
letters of recommendation
indicating the qualifica
lions of the nominee.
The recipient of the
award, who will be
honored at a banquet on
May 29. are made on the
criteria of scholarship,
character, service or com
munity. and uniqueness of
situation.
Bap on Accounting
The Accounting Club is
having a rap session with
Accounting Dept chair
man. Dr Donald I'abst,
April 24. in 202 Millett at
3:30 pm.
Any students with grievances or suggestions con
cerning the Dept or curriculum are welcome to attend.
Center Board
holds art sale
University Center Board
will hold a Spring Sidewalk
Art Sale May 11 open to all
students, faculty and employees of WSU who want
to sell their art.
Prices w ill be set by the
artists and they will re
reive the money for their
own pieces. Anybody will
be able to buy '.he art, but
only the university com
munity can sell it.
Anyone interested in sell
ing their art should contact
Lew Bernard or the University Center office.
Forms ate ready now and
must be in by May 9.
In case of rain, the Art
Sale will be held within the
University Center Build
ing.

Why is this girl
Smiling?

s

Last year at this time )6an wasn't
smiling. She was flunking out of
" college and fiidn't know where to
turn.- And tho-worst part was that
she ically wanted to ^ar'n a collegc
"degree and she -knew lhat she was'
capable,
'
,
"
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Thymas M|>rc- Collegc gave loan a
Second .Chinee. We have "a special
surnmer piugram designed lust for students like Joan.underachieving
students who have-experienced seriyus
academic difficulty or even failure.
It's an intense program of study, testing, and' lipunscling conducted by a
• specially-trained stall And the goal
At- .the program is the student's r /
moval from probation or his or her
rcadmissio'n locollcge.

Health Food

loan is a piuduct of Operation Second
Chance. She came througlr-ttith' flying colors.and is now earning a 3',0.
gi\idc p.jjni average ai her college.
No wohder she's smiling.-

Take the four minute wa'k up the hill for be. — health!
Our Ala Carte Line offers three entrees from 11 1. usually a
home-made soup and sandwich spccial. . .

-

Our Snack bar ha - a fine variety of sandwiches, chili, soup and
beverages.
Be good to yourself. . .the walk will do you wonders!

University Center Cafeteria

Photo course begins
An introductory photography course will be offei ed during summer quarter
by the physics department.
The course. Physics 280,
will consider all aspects of
black and white photography and will combine
lecture and studio work.
No prerequisites are set.
The class will meet twice a
week.
Students must have their
own camera.
Anyone interested should
contact David Wood in 421
Fawcett or ext 824.
Off to King's Isle
Phi Eta Tau is planning a
trip to Kings Island on
Sunday. May 20. This will
be open to all WSU
students, faculty, and their
friends and families.
A special pay one price
ticket of $4.75 (normal
ticket price is Sti.OO) w ill be
available.
All people participating
will be given tickets in
advance that will be good
any time o:; May 20.
Al! interested persons are
asked to contact the club's
treasurer, Malani Kotchka
al 23.18478.
Bridge Lessons
Bridge lessons as part of
the University Center
Board's Miniversity will
begin May 7 in the Center
cafeteria.
The lessons, w hich w ill lie
taught by Bob Baxter, w ill
run for five or six consecutive Monday ni'thts.
Eco Action
Eco Action trailer w ill remain at WSU parking area
around the current art
building until f u r t h e r
notice. Students and faculty may drop off their
papers to be recycled.
Sex Course
A three credit biology
course on Biology of
Human Sex will be offered
this summer by Dr Ira
Fritz.

SECOND CHANCE
JUNE l^-JULY 27J973

?• For details.-wrfte '• BOB BROWN .
'
. "
THOMAS MORE COLl'EGE
Box 85 ' £.;•! Mitchell. Kentucky 41017
- 0 ' call 341 5800,'e«t 10
•The program n'adaptable to veterans,

i,
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Books no cheaper
at UD, Sinclair
by garv brock
staff reporter
If a WSU student decides that
instead of buying his/her books
at our bookstore but at either
UD's or Sinclair's bookstore,
they will probably be surprised
to find the prices of bocks are no
different.
After comparing the prices of
random books at our bookstore
with those at UD and Sinclair,
the books are similar in price. In
many cases, of course, the
different bookstores offer entire
ly different selections in their
books.
At Sinclair fewer books tend to
be needed for s course while
more are needed for classes at
UD. This means, on the average,
a student at Sinclair will pay less
for his/her books than a WSU or
UD students.
For example, at Sinclair, the
American History course re
quires one text priced at $9.95.
Al WSU, the student will aver
age $16 for the same course.
The difference in expense is not
caused by the cost of the books
but by the number of texts re
quired.
A similar situation exists at UD.
Their selling of used books, and
the policy of buying used books is
exacllv the same as all three

Testing for credit

Day Ion colleges. At both l'D and
Sinclair the buying rate is 50 per
cent of the books price and the
resell rate is 75 percent of the
original price.
For instance, if a student sold a
book at either UD or Sinclair
that cost $10 the bookstore
would buy it for $5 and sell it
back for $7.50.
Both schools also have representatives of bookstore com
panies who buy books that are
not purchased by the university.
If there is any difference be
tween the three college book
stores, it is in the environment
and atmosphere of the stores.
The bookstore at Sinclair is re
latively small compared to
WSU's but is comparably equip
ped.
One noticable feature is the
bookstores' large supply of art
equipment at reasonable prices.
The bookstore ai UD is in direct
contrast to Sinclair's. It is slight
ly smaller than WSU's.
Paraphernalia and gift items
can be found throughout the
bookstore. There are many books
lining the shelves, far more than
WSU or Sinclair.
The one major problem with
UD's bookstore is that textbooks
are not accessible to the stu
dents. One must walk up to an

enclosed order desk and request
the book that they need tor a
course.
l ' D aiso has a large art supply
section, as well as records, posters. and personal items such as
clothes, jewelry, medicine, and

Jack's budget passes House

Gov John J Gilligan got pretty
much what he wanted Wednesday when the Ohio House passed
the State budget for the coming
biennium.
The budget, which was ap
proved along straight parly
lines, now goes to the Senate,
which, unlike the House, is nar
rowlv controlled (17-16) by the
GOP.
The WSU medical proposal,
which was funded in the House
Education Subcommittee tor
$'25,000, contingent upon the ap
pi-oval of the Ohio Hoard of Re-

- Foi Sale 1961 Falcon - good to drive
around town. Cheap on
gus. It just doesn't go over
50 mph. But it will get you
there. $50. Joanne
426
6680. ext 1361.
Slide projector GAF.
slightly used, automatic,
forward and reverse. Call
878 3044 after 8 pm.
General Electric s t e r e o
tape recorder. Reel-to-reel,
removeable speakers, 3 yrs
old. good condition. Asking
$35. Ext 1343.
House for Sale Beaver
creek 4 bedrooms. Dayton
utilities. 10 min to campus.
Call 426 9458.
'68 Shelby GT 350 convert!
ble with roll bar. 4 speed.
10,670 miles. Excellent
condition. $1300 or best of
fer. Call 878-7539 after
4:30.
Pool table regulation 4'.\8'
$65. Phone; 849 9391 after
5 pm.
197Z CB 350 Honda, per
feet condition. 1900 miles •
$675 or trade for good car,
Jill 837 4885.
1970 CB 175 Honda, per
feet condition. 2600 miles
£395 Jill 837 4885.

gents. remained at that level despite a GOP attempt to increase
funding. All Dayton area Demo
cratic legislators refused to bolt
their party's leadership, and
voted to kill the additional fund
ing. Rep Frederick Young.
R Dayton, voted for the
measure.
Hopes for additional funding for
the WSU medical school aren't
dead yet. Sen Clara Weisenborn,
R Dayton, will probably try to in
sert additional money for the
medical school in the Senate.
Weisenborn has said she can

1966 Ford. Custom 500. 2
dr. air eond, 289 engine. 2
bbt, new tires. Good condi
tion
$475. Phone: 4333829.
Only $600 1967 Pontiac
GTO convertible. 400 ci.
325 hp. good rubber,
chrome parts, dual gate
Hurst auto. Call Stuart at
254 9601 or 256 7379.
'72 Honda 500 CB, only
1,800 miles, like new. Make
offer at 767 9197.
67 Plymouth Fury III, 3(8
cub inch. Power steering,
new tires, air conditioning,
new upholstery, good
body, runs good. $595.00
Tipp City 667 3097.
5 wigs for theater or any
one interested. $14 for all
or will sell separately. Call
Penny, ext 627.
•72 VW with only 11.000
miles, bright orange.
AM FM radio. Must sell I
am desperate! Make offer
at 767 9197.
67 | Conv | Chevelie 64.000
mi • in good shape. $800.
Call 878-1899.
1969 Cougar convertible.
351-stick. PS-PB, good con
dition. Call 276-2252 after 6

come up with the votes for the
additional funding.
Two controversial amendments
dealing with faculty were struck
out of the budget. One. which
was inserted by Rep Robert
Levitt. R N Canton, would have
set minimum classroom hours for
faculty to teach per week. The
other, authored by Rep John I'
Wargo. I) Lisbon, would have
prohibited faculty from collecting
consulting fees.
The supplemental $71)0.000 for
WSU is still included in the
House passed budget.

Classifieds
Wheel balancer, excellent
condition. Worth $25. ask
ing $15. 1 need the money.
Call Gary at 426 6680, ext
1232. weekdays only.
"69 Buick Special 350. 4 dr,
auto trans, radio, heater,
etc. New tires and battery.
40.000 miles. A 1. Call 298
6710.
'72 Volkswagon. bright
orange, all extras. Call
767 7324. ext 45. 9 5 am.
1957 Pontiac Wagon. Good
tires, runs good, has exceptionally good engine.
Inquire in the Guardian
office, or call 275 2373 after
6 pin.
G.E. air conditioner
12.000 BTU. confomatic,
superthrust. Excellent con
dition
used only half a
summer. Call 879 1897,
evenings or weekends.

- Rooms -

Apt. partially furnished.
North side. $115 a month,
utilities paid. Call 461 3684.
I urge furnished apt in
elegant older house. New
kitchen and bath. Close to
1-75. Utilities paid $115.
Call 2230720 4:30 pm to 8
•am.

i Continued from page 1|
cord card and count in the
student's grade point average.
According to Quantrano, "Cre
dit acquired by evaluation at a
school other than WSU may Intransferred to WSU in most in
stances if the institution is an
accredited one."
Those interested in taking an
examination should review the
material covering the examina
tion that is offered by the Office
of University Testing. '
Two types ot examinations arc
used in the Credit by Evaluation
program. Faculty members have
the option of using a national,
standardized test prepared by
the College Level Examination
Program (C1.EP) or by preparing
their own examination Both are
like final exams. They measure
understanding of basic facts and
concepts as well as the ability to
apply such understanding on the
solution of problems.
Some e x a m s cover one
quarter's work. Most of the
exams require 90 minutes of
actual working time.
"Some departments require an
evaluation of. rather than an

examination due to the na'.ure of
the course." Quantrano said.
"For instance art and science
courses may require a portfolio
and a demonstration of labors
tory skills "
Presently. WSU has no Cl.EP
examinations but expects to have
them in fo-jr to five weeks. "In
the meantime." Quantrano said,
"we are recommending appli
cants to the University of Day
ton. By January of 74. we hope to
have credit bv evaluation examinations for all f r e s h m e n
courses.

OWN A V.W.?
Independent VoUswogtn
PorH ond Repair

Foirborn Service
4 1 9 W O o y l o n D>. o l 2 n d

978-5422

RESEARCH
ALL

TOPICS

Send for your descriptive, up to date,
168 page, mail order catalog of 2,800
quality researcii papers. Enclose S1.00
to cover postage and handling.
RESEARCH UNLIMITED
519 Glenrock Ave., Suite 203
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
(213) 477 8474 • 477-5493
Prewritten Materials
$2.50 per page
Original Research - $4.50 per page

Two girls need third to
share apartment in modern
complex near WSU. Utilities paid. Call 254 9806.

Detmer Hospital near Troy
needs vol's this summer to
operate their Crisis Hot
Line. Contact Detmer
Hosp 222 0582.

35 mm color slides, in room
345 Millet t. Reward, no
questions asked. Call
Richard, ext 555 or
233 4055.

Accounting sludeat needed in motel. Five days a
week. 1 pm to 7:30 pm. Call
878 3930.
Advertising salespeople
needed for outstanding col
lege newspaper. Earn lo
percent commission on all
ads sold. Call 648 or come
to 046 University Center.

- Rides -

Need to share ride with
persons with Mon night
class 7:009:45. Live off
Darst Rd in Beaverereek.
Phone 426 3564.
Hide wanted . t 8 am from
Funderburg Rd in Fairborn. Mon Fri. Call 878
5730.
Kid • needed to YVS1 from
Ketiering 9 am Men. Weil.
Fri. 'rum 11:15 T ies &
Thurs. Xrom WSU to
Kettering 6 pm on Mon &
Wed. 4 pm on Fri: 3:30
Tues & Thurs. Will pay.
Call Terry at 293 2522.

- Wanted -

Resident manager wanted
for Fairborn 24 unit apart
ments in return for free
rent & util. Married
couple, no pets, no chil
dren. Start 419-73. Call
277 1697.

-MiscellaneousDear Happy Hitchhiker.
The willingne <s to listen is
a fine quality It's appreci
ated bevond words. New
York.
Found in Vandalia: one
super friend, well groom
ed. knows a lew trix, re
sponds to tl.j• name Anna
Septic. If lost, tuff!!
Finders keepi•rs.
Wedding pict ures at rea
sonablc rates . Call Steve
Kenney 849 9391 after 5
pm.
Professional photographer
has limited dates open for
weddings
call now for
date. Not the cheapest tnor
the most expensive), but
excellent work. 879 0309.
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WSU headed for prominence
by hal roberts
sportK reporter
David beating Goiiath. Sinclair
pounding UCLA, Don Mohr and
John Ross giving WSU a nationally known basketball reputation.
Here are examples of "hasbeen." "would have been." and
"will be" tremendous accomplishments in the game of life and has
ketball.
I jet us focus on the latter.
Never before in the history of
Ohio, as far as records can be
checked, has a colleee team won
as many as 17 games in its third
season of existence. Quite an
elite group, this Raider bunch.
So what can we expect next season?
"No one car say. at this point,
where our program is going to
go." declares Mohr. "We just
have to evaluate one year at a
time with what f u n d s are
appropriated to us."
"When a university is athletical
ly young it needs to nourish its
efforts slowly and carefully."
points out UD athletic director
John McVev, "and I think Wright
State has done this. 1 feel they
have a good, solid souiid
program. Although our basket
ball schedule is made out four to
five years in advance, we Ihink
thai by 1977 we can begin talk
about playing them."
To see how fast a college basketball team can rise let's look at
two colleges that attained uni
versity status approximately the
same time as WSU:
Case I: Oral Roberts Founded
in 19611. this Tulsa. Oklahoma
school nicknamed themselves
Titans and proceeded to make
themselves so, basketball wise,
as they achieved major college
status in six years and were in
vited to the 1972 NIT with only
one loss. There, they buried
Memphis State by 20 points.
Case II: Old I>ominion
John
Ross is familiar with this Nor
folk. Virginia school, that became
a university in 1965.
"I was offered the job as head
coach there before I came to
Wright State," he relates. "The
big thing they have going for
them is their financial backing.
The businessmen of Norfolk have
united to donate huge amounts of
money to get big teams of ODU's
Invitational Tournament.
"It sure helps when you can tell
a recruit, "We are a growing pro
gram that has the money to pay
nationally great basketball teams

John Ross
to play us. If you come here
there's no ceiling on how higi: we
can go'."
lirigham Young, Auburn, and
Indiana University graced
ODU's Invitational in 1971 Th.>
Monarch's m l r s i i Auburn by 13.
then lost 88 86 to Indiana.
This past season saw ODU
clobber such major colleges as
Virginia Military, the University
of Delaware, East Carolina,
Dayton, and lose 81 80 to
eventual NIT Champion. Virginia
Tech.
Virtually the same situation
exists at Oral Roberts where
evangelist Oral Roberts is "the
man who put his money where
his university is."
Flut WSU has no such financial
hacking. All monies received by
the athletic department come
from student fees, private dona
lions (which have been very
little, according to Mohr), and
Appropriations of the university.
"Another thing ;hat has held us
back has been our academic prog r a m . " Ross relates. " F o r
example, a lot of athletes wan! to
major in physical education,
which we could not offer before
because we did not have a gym
for it."
Holy Almighty have mercy, but
tint's not all.
Another setback has been a
higher academic standard set by
WSU'S athletic council.
High school athletes must have
a grade point average of at least
2.4 to be accepted for an athletic
scholarship. At most other col
leges the athlete must have a gpa
of 2.0.
Then there are the woes of
building a schedule that will
attract fans as weii as recruits

who want to piay against univer
sities with nation-wide prestige.
Ross explains that. "It's always
hard to schedule the bigger
schools because if you beat them,
it will hurt their prestige. We try
to at least work out an agreement with them, like for
example, we played Miami at
home, now we play them there
twice."
Even though it has been hard to
schedule these major colleges
(those who play at leas', half their
season's games against other recognized majors). Ross has tried.
He has duplicates of letters he
wrote to such major colleges as
the Citadel. Navy, Army. Air
Force. Rice. Virginia Tech. and
Georgetown (D C).
"When I schedule a team. I'm
looking for an educational experience for my players. If we go
to Georgetown. I want to show
them the nation's capital; if we
pla^ at Rice. I'll want them to see
the Astrodome while we're
there. This wr.y thev can make
their athletic experience an educational one." concludes Ross.
The real problems are factual.
I!ut that's not enough. Some
people have to make up a few.
Students see Rick Martin starting for the varsity and Phil
McKee starting for the junior
varsity with iio other blacks on
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prospects from this area. It
would be both foolish and a waste
of time to go down it and ask myself. 'Is this one black, this one
white?' When 1 recruit I want the
very best players we can get. be
he black, brown, red. yellow or
white."
The question of joining the Mid
American Conference is one oft
asked ol Mohr.
"At this time we are not looking
to join a conference, he says. "It's
better to be in a conference and
playing for a championship, but
the Mid-Am is just too far ahead
of us in all levels of competition."
The odds may be stacked
against them, but rest assured
Mohr. Ross and the Raiders are
still betting.

Male natters down Wittenberg
Wright State athletics have
been remarkable this year. After
a commendable soccer season
and a fantastic basketball record,
the spring intercollcgiate sports
are demonstrating the same proficiency.
Coach Ben Varn and the men's
tennis team are proving to be no
exception as they added another
victory to their rapidly improving record, beating Wittenberg
University of nearby Springfield
with a strong 6-3 score.
The Raiders started the season
slowly after traveling to South
Carolina to lose three of four
matches against extremely tough
competitijn.
Returning to Dayton, they met
UD and suffered a heart-breaking loss with very close scores.
But Coach Varn was still very
optimistic at that time, as he
commented that "the men looked
fine and the season has just started."
It proved to be great foresight.
Though they lost their next two
matches against Xavier and
again against UD. they were
rapidly improving, evidenced by

tune-up
GUARANTEED 104)00 miles
This 10,000 m i l e ' g u a r a n t e e a p p l i e s to all f o r e i g n cars.
We guarantee that your car will run "in tune" for 10 000
i g it back and we'll
we II tune it
miles. If it does not, you simply bring
free . . all labor and parts costs are
on us for 10,000 miles
To get 1C.C00 rrvles of "in-tune"
driving for your loreign car call
878-9331 and arrange an
appointment. Do it now!

either squad. They ask. "Does
WSU have a racist recruiting
policy?"
"No." emphasized Ross. "Every
year I make out a list of the top

6 1. Gary Gevedon played a close
the closer scoring.
With their record 1-6, the men match against Tiger Matt Dangle
started on a hot streaK and have and triumphed 6-4, 7-6. Chris
won their last four matches, de- Monano last his first match but
feating Central State. Cleveland rallied in the next two to win for
State. Wilmington, and now Wit- WSU as he defeated Larry Rudd.
6-7. 6 3, 6 2. Ron Westfall staged
tenberg.
In the Wittenberg match, the a fine performance as he beat Bill
Raiders proved to be strongest in Ephland 7-5. 6-2.
In doubles the Raiders proved
the singles as they captured five
of the six individual matches. All to be ineffective as Wittenberg
took two of three matches.
of the scores were impressive.
Boohcr and Gevedon captured
Bob Kerstiener of WSU defeat
ed Scott Tansey of Wittenberg. the only WSU win as they defeat
6 0. 61. Pat Thomas defeated ed Tansey and Ephland, 6 4. 2-8.
Tiger netter Ramsey Slugg 6-1. fr3.

WSU golfers drop first decision
in Bluffton College mud puddle, 304-310
It was "like playing in the Atlantic," moaned Raider golf
mentor Dick Ward after his
squad had lost its first match of
the season to Bluffton on i'-'s
soggy home course Wednesday
morning in a triangular match.
WSU did manage to salvage a
win over Tiffin to move their record lo 7-1 on the season. Bluffton's top four had 304 strokes,
WSU combined for 310. trailed
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by Tiffin with 332.
WSU probably would have won
against Bluffton if it were not for
the performance of Jim Roach.
Roach medaled for the winners
with an unbelievable round of 71
in the adverse condit.Jns.
For the Raiders. Jeff Gilbert
and Curtis Maynard were low
with rounds of 77. Tbd at 78
were John Decker. Gary Huls.
and Bob Rankey.
WSU played Wittenberg University in Spriiigfield on Friday,
and are now in the middle ol a
week's rest before traveling to
Findlay for a dual match on Friday, April 27.
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